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Introduction
Huoran Li et al., “Characterizing Smartphone Usage Patterns from Millions of Android Users” Internet Measurement Conference 
(IMC) 2015

⚫ Understanding user behaviors while using mobile apps is critical. Why?
⚫ App stores can build better recommender systems

⚫ Developers can better understand why users like certain apps

⚫ This paper presents results of a comprehensive measurement study to investigate 
smartphone user patterns

⚫ Sample questions addressed:
⚫ Characterize app popularity among millions of users?

⚫ Understand how mobile users choose and manage apps?

⚫ Type and amount of network traffic generated by various apps

⚫ Investigate economic factors affect app selection and network behavior?



Dataset

⚫ Gathered from Wandoujia, leading Android App Store in China

⚫ Wandoujia:
⚫ Over 250 million users in 2015

⚫ All apps are free

⚫ 1 month of data gathering
⚫ Over 8 million unique users

⚫ Over 260,172 unique apps in dataset



App Popularity Metrics

⚫ No. of downloads of each app

⚫ No. of unique devices that download each app;

⚫ Total data traffic generated by each app;

⚫ Total access time users spend interacting with each app.



App Popularity: Downloads &
Unique Subscribers

Percentage of Downloads against App Rank

Top 10% of apps get over 99% of the 

downloads and Unique subscribers

Percentage of Unique Subscribers against 

App Rank



App Popularity: Network Traffic
97% apps consume < 100 MB traffic per 1 month

95% of apps are used less than 100 hours/mo
Top-ranked 10% of apps generates over 99% 

of network traffic 



App Management & Installation Patterns

⚫ About 32% of app downloading and 
updating activities performed 
between 7:00 pm to 11:00 pm (at 
night)

32%



App Co-Occurrence of App Categories

⚫ Gives sense of apps users like to use together

⚫ E.g. Many users like to share video = high co-occurrence of video + communication 
apps (E.g. share videos on whatsapp)



App Uninstallation Patterns

⚫ I/U ratio: No. of Installations/No. 
Uninstallation
⚫ E.g. I/U = 8  => 1 out of 8 users who download 

the app uninstall it

⚫ Users react quickly to disliked apps

⚫ Of all apps that are uninstalled
⚫ 40% are uninstalled within 1 day

⚫ 93% are uninstalled within 1 week



Data Traffic Patterns

⚫ Video apps consume over 81% of Wi-Fi traffic and 28% of cellular traffic

⚫ Users are more likely to lauch video apps on WiFi



Data Traffic of Foreground and Background

⚫ App categories with high traffic:
⚫ VIDEO: prefetching of videos

⚫ SYSTEM_TOOL: Anti-virus updating 

⚫ GAMES: Embedded ads

⚫ < 2% of network access time in foreground, 98% in background
⚫ Many apps keep long-lived background TCP/IP connections. Secret downloads. Hmm…



Device Model Clustering

⚫ Device model are Moto G5, Samsung galaxy 6, etc

⚫ 96% device models have less than 500 users



Apps Installed on Various Device Groups

⚫ Higher priced devices have more apps installed, maybe because
a) More RAM, better CPU, hardware, etc

b) Bigger manufacturers who pre-install apps (bloatware)



Network Activity  & App Preference Among Device Groups

⚫ Wi-Fi usage correlated with device model prices
⚫ i.e. higher priced devices consume more Wi-Fi traffic

⚫ Also, different groups of devices (based on price) had different app preferences (e.g. 
browser, eBook, etc)



Study Limitations

Limitations:

⚫ Dataset was from 1 app marketplace in China

⚫ Users are mostly Chinese. 

⚫ Other regions may be different

⚫ Need to look at other groups to get complete picture

⚫ Study and analysis was on 1 month of usage data



Measurements: Angry Birds



Motivation
Bohmer, M., Hecht, B., Schoning, J., Kruger, A., & Bauer, G. Falling Asleep with Angry Birds, Facebook and Kindle – A Large Scale Study 
on Mobile Application Usage. MobileHCI 2011

⚫ Older study, but answered important questions, insightful

⚫ How long does each interaction with an app last?
⚫ Does this vary by application category?

▪ If so, which categories inspire the longest interactions with their users?

⚫ How does the user’s context (e.g. location, time) affect her app choices?

⚫ Does the opening of one application predict the opening of another?

⚫ In such chains, what type of app is opened first?



Methodology

⚫ AppSensor collected app usage statistics as “events”

⚫ App was advertised on app market as recommendation service
⚫ Unclear whether users were aware data was being used for studies

⚫ Events recorded
⚫ Installing apps

⚫ Updating apps

⚫ Uninstalling apps

⚫ Opening/Closing apps



Demographics of Study Participants

⚫ 4125 users between August 2010 and January 2011
⚫ Mostly in the US & Europe

⚫ 22,626 different app usage events collected



Results: Average App Usage Time

⚫ Users used their phones an average 
of 59.23 minutes/day 

⚫ Average app session: 71.56 secs

⚫ App usage time also varied based 
on category

⚫ These numbers were in 2011



⚫ App launches:
⚫ Lowest at 5am

⚫ Increased linearly through the day

⚫ Peaked at 6pm

⚫ App session length: Longest sessions at 
5am!

App Launches: Times and Session Lengths



App Usage by hour of the day 

Overnight usage, mostly browsing, multimedia, comics, games

• Fewer productivity apps (Calendar, Google Tasks, etc)



App Chains: Transitioning between apps

⚫ Found interesting app chains (used one after the other):
⚫ E.g. Grocery app -> GrubHub Food Delivery -> Recipe App (Hungry?)

⚫ Most sessions (68%) had only 1 app in chain



Chains of App Usage

⚫ Most app chains (49%) started with communications apps
⚫ SMS (15%), Browser (6%), phone (9%), mail (6%)



Application Usage by Location

When In an airport, users were:

⚫ 2.78 times more likely to be using a browser
⚫ Maybe not enough native travel-related apps in 2011

When moving > 25 kph (e.g. driving in a car), users were:
⚫ 2.26 times more likely to be using multimedia app (e.g. listening to music)



General Conclusions

⚫ Mobile phones are still used mostly for communication (phone calls, SMS, instant 
messaging VoIP, etc)

⚫ Overnight users use non-communication apps

⚫ Users spend 
⚫ > 1 hour/day using apps

⚫ < 72 seconds with an app every time they launch it

⚫ Users frequently switching between apps vs spending long time in a single app



Amount of Time Spent in Apps Increasing

Almost 

unchanged



Wireless Networks



IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN Types

a) Wireless networking with a base station.

b) Ad hoc networking.



Wireless LANs

⚫ Infrastructure: A multicell 802.11 network



Wireless LANs: Physical Layer

⚫ Transmission in 0.9, 2.4, 3.6, 5, and 60 GHz frequency bands

⚫ Also called the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands

⚫ Shared frequencies with unlicensed devices (e.g. garage door openers)

⚫ Physical layer, MAC protocol has to avoid collisions with other devices

⚫ Different physical layers supported by each standard (a, b, g, etc): 
⚫ Frequency hopping

⚫ OFDM

⚫ Spread spectrum

⚫ MIMO-OFDM

⚫ Much of 802.11 speedup is due to advances in physical layer encoding



Bluetooth: Background

⚫ Goal: Connect short range, low-power wireless devices 
(phones, headsets, printers, keyboards, mice, 
smartwatches)

⚫ Basic idea: Replace wires for short range connections. 
Versions:

⚫ 1.0: 1999

⚫ 2.0: 2004 (higher data rate)

⚫ 3.0: 2009 (higher data rate)

⚫ 4.0: 2011 (Low power)

⚫ 5.0: Connects IoT devices

⚫ Pairing: Bluetooth allows devices find and connect to 
each other



Bluetooth Architecture: PicoNets

⚫ Bluetooth Devices organized into piconets, 10 meters max range

⚫ Each device can be either a master or slave

⚫ 1 Master, many  (up to 7) slaves per piconet

⚫ 2 piconets can be connected to form a scatternet

⚫ Power savings: Nodes can also switch to “parked mode”, only respond to messages 
from the master



Cellular Networks

a) Frequencies are not reused in adjacent cells.

b) To add more users, smaller cells can be used.

⚫ Now 4G LTE speed: 50 Mbps, 5G coming: 1-10GB expected


